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01/Chairperson’s Report
The CCDI is living proof of how design can be used as a catalyst for economic growth and improved
quality of life.
The growth and development of the craft and design sector in the Western Cape is a case in point.
This last year was a very important one for the positioning of the Institute as a critical driving force in
the city as the World Design Capital.
At a provincial level, the Western Cape Government (WCG) – under pressure to create 300,000 new
jobs – commissioned the development of a new economic development strategy (Khulisa). This
strategy will see a shift in resource allocation by the provincial government which is prioritising
Tourism, Agro-processing and the Oil & Gas sectors. CCDI has received early warning that the
Creative Industries are no longer going to be prioritised and/or supported and the funding
commitment for craft for 2015/16 has been cut and will be reduced to nil by 2017/18.
While this change in the funding environment in the province and City is unfortunate – particularly in
the wake of the promise of the WDC2014 – the CCDI has never been afraid of challenges, and the
current environment, as challenging as it is, is also full of opportunity.
This undoubtedly includes expanding our support to other provinces, and tapping into the corporate
sector market.
Given the current environment, it will ultimately be necessary for the CCDI to work on a new
strategy and business model that will reduce dependency on public sector funding and take us into
the next decade of the organisation.
The longer I play my role as Chairperson of the CCDI the more convinced I become that the CCDI can
be adapted to all corners of South Africa to help develop and grow small businesses in the creative
industries, to relieve the unemployment burden facing our country, and growing alternative economic
opportunities for the youth.
Thanks are due to the very dedicated staff and the very supportive Board. I have learnt many lessons
while serving as Chairperson and continue to be a very proud and active champion for the brand.
Shado Twala
CCDI Board Chairperson

02/Executive Director’s Report
While the last two years have been very significant for the CCDI and the Design Sector as a whole –
in terms of positioning and profiling the value of the sector – and we have made significant shifts in
this regard. The broader political and economic environment continues to be challenging as the
recession continues to play itself out and economic growth slows.
This last year has been a significant one for CCDI with huge shifts at macro and programme level, all
aimed at re-positioning the organisation as the mandated design institute for the Western Cape.
At a macro level, we have made some major achievements.
Our move to Harrington House has made a tangible difference to the way the organisation is run,
and along with our rebranding and the creation of an internal communications team is having a
measurable impact on our ability to position the organisation. The establishment of 75 Harrington
Street co-working space, the B-Store event space, and the expanded Product Support Space, has also
given substance to the ‘Design Park’ that we are developing.
The new information management system, which required a significant amount of back-room work,
will result in more efficient tracking and collection of data and support our work in other provinces.
Our connections and partnerships with international agencies are growing and the CCDI is fast
becoming the preferred partner and go-to-institution in this environment.
At programme level we have a number of projects that have gained traction.
We are currently supporting 12 innovation projects with the Design Innovation Seed Fund as well as
supporting the three winners of the Better Living Challenge (BLC). And we are entering a
development phase for BLC2 which is being supported by the Department of Human Settlements.
We have been involved in a process to re-imagine the craft offering at the V&A Waterfront which
resulted in the launch of the craft and design retail hub, the Watershed, in October 2014. Through
our CCDI Shop at the Watershed and the emerging business development programme, the CCDI is
assisting emerging black-owned enterprises with a fully integrated service. This programme is also
laying the foundation for our expansion into other provinces.
We successfully implemented eight World Design Capital (WDC2014) projects and are managing the
legacy project Design + Cape and other design support projects are taking root.
Thanks are due to the CCDI staff who are the most dedicated and supportive team, and all the Board
members who are the most engaged board one could hope for. It makes all the difference.
Erica Elk
Executive Director

03/Organisational Profile
The CCDI is a craft and design sector development agency with a mission to develop capable people
and build responsible creative enterprises trading within local and international markets. We also
have the mandate to implement the Western Cape Government’s Design Strategy to unlock
innovation in the province.

04/Our People
The CCDI moved into our new offices on 1 July 2014 which has resulted in improved interprogramme communication and collaboration in the open plan space.
We have established a new communications team with the recruitment of a Communications
Manager, Communications Officer and a Graphic Designer. We also recruited a Design Support
Education Coordinator, a Business Development Manager and a Business Development Facilitator.
The information management system was successfully launched on 22 January 2015 and all staff are
on a steep learning curve to maximise its operations. The Client Support team was established to
assist members in their registration and programme staff have populated the back end to ensure online registration functionality.
We said goodbye to Margie Murgatroyd, Bishop Tarambawamwe, Andrew Lane and Byron Qually
who served on the CCDI Board since 2009. The new directors who have been elected to the new
Board are Albertrum Crowder, Siphiwe Ngwenya, Mathakoza Nhlapo, Sukhthi Naidoo and Tina
Retief. We are sure that they will bring a new set of skills, experience and input onto the Board and
look forward to working with them to advance the organisation’s strategy and work.

05/Our Constituency
The CCDI has a total membership base of 12 220 which includes 6 024 craft enterprises and 6 437 craft
producers. We are also seeing an increase in the number of members from other provinces.
We have implemented a new information management system – a user-driven system which will
result in more efficient tracking and collection of data and support our work in other provinces.
A Client Support team was established to assist members with their registrations and programme
staff have populated the back end of the system to ensure online registration.

06/Our Services
Four core programmes address the needs of our constituency: Business, Market, Product and Design
Support, as well as the support programmes of Communications, Client Support and Outreach.
Business Support: provides tailor-made workshops and mentorships for creative businesses and
individuals to develop their production, marketing and business skills, and offers creativity and
networking events to inspire new ideas.
Market Support: assists businesses to access market opportunities including local and international
consumer and trade events, craft markets, pop-up stores at conferences and shows, inward and
outward-bound trade missions, and match-making between producers and buyers.
Product Support: Provides access to laboratory space for product refinement, prototyping and
sample-making using a wide array of hand, mechanical and digitally-driven tools.
Design Support: promotes the uptake of design and design thinking in government, industry and the
public, and provides design education aimed at improving local products, services and systems.

07/Business Support
It has become clear that both emerging and established businesses need tailor-made, tiered training
workshops – developing business plans, financial management, marketing strategies, personal
management, business development, recordkeeping, preparation for trade shows, and strategic
planning - with personal mentoring and coaching. The CCDI constantly updates and adjusts its
course offerings to meet new challenges of changing market conditions, marketing techniques, and
technology.
The expertise gained through the years in training in this industry, resulted in the CCDI being
commissioned by the Department of Arts & Culture to produce a manual, Growing your Creative
Business. Soon after the completion of the first manual, a second was requested, moving into the
more sophisticated and detailed arena of export markets and high-quality production. The first
manual, and soon also the second, are available online, and therefore accessible to producers
around the country, and even internationally. The knowledge gained and processed stands to
benefit thousands.
The Emerging Business Support pilot programme is fast-tracking 20 producers to grow their
businesses through intense coaching and mentoring. The challenges that they have encountered
have led to a shift in mindset from doing a homecraft to running a business which includes planning,
time management, accountability, and personal circumstances. There have been good results, with
11 producers currently participating in the Watershed shop - a valuable trading and learning space,
with individual mentoring and coaching being provided to them while trading in that space.
The 75 Harrington Street design enterprise cluster provides a group of designers with shared
administration resources as well as the huge benefit of working in a close networked environment.
Design-focused workshops have been added to the creativity workshop offering: “Design Thinking”
and “Design Focus”. These topics introduce design thinking language and process to participants, to
be applied to creativity, business operations, and general problem-solving.
The Jobs Fund project has been a three-year investment of R14.5 million into 44 craft and design
enterprises. Companies with a strong product and demand for their product, a distinctive brand and
design identity, and good growth prospects have benefitted the most from the project and
associated funding. Nevertheless, the learning curve has been steep and the SMMEs were also
provided with non-financial support from CCDI, such as business and life skills development, export
advice, and HR assistance to manage more staff. The challenges to job creation were low levels of
life skills and work ethic, language barriers, drop in quality while employing new staff, transport and
day-care challenges for staff, immersing new employees in the corporate culture, dealing with
seasonal workers, and securing working space). 383 (85%) of the targeted 451 jobs were created,
but most of the enterprises reported increased turnover, profits, and increased production volumes,
with many companies successfully exporting.

The Design Innovation Seed Fund is a R6.5 million programme, administered by the CCDI for the
Western Cape Government and the Technology Innovation Agency. From 151 applications 12 were
selected, and are receiving seed funding to assist them to progress from idea, to manufacture, to
market. The projects were selected for their specific relevance and contribution to society. Design
plays a role in an astonishing array of industries and applications, and contributes towards energy
efficiency, education, business systems, manufacturing, and the health and human resources
sectors.
Outputs
Unique businesses supported
Black-owned businesses
Previously disadvantaged individuals
Women
Disabled participants
Business Support opportunities

Total
1015
608
534
908
1
4092

Business Support highlights
115 creative and training workshops
277 mentoring and coaching sessions
1 015 unique businesses supported

08/Market Support
The CCDI facilitates producers’ participation in local markets such as Spier and the Slow Market at
Oude Libertas, in pop-up stores at conferences and shows such as the Cape Town International Jazz
Festival and the Mining Conference, through participation in domestic lifestyle shows [Design
Indaba; Decorex; Homemakers Expo; Food, Wine & Design; Kamers], and through participation in
trade events [Inspire; SARCDA].
The CCDI’s store at the Watershed at the V&A Waterfront provides retail experience and practical
mentoring for the producers participating in the store.
International trade and consumer shows facilitate direct client interactions, exposure and immediate
feedback for producers. These shows include: Maison et Objet in Paris, New York Now, Ambiente,
Homi Russia, IFFT Interior Lifestyle Living, and Tokyo, Art Sante Fe.
In addition, there is the possibility of permanent stores in select overseas venues, such as New York,
London, Mumbai, and Atlanta Georgia where local producers’ designs can be showcased and
exposed to potential export markets.
In a competitive international environment, a digital marketing platform becomes essential,
allowing for e-commerce and online matchmaking, and is very well suited to the marketing needs of
design enterprises. This will require a nationally consolidated database for craft and design. The
CCDI’s new information management system could provide that platform to offer information to
national and international buyers, retail and online stores.

Market Support highlight
37 local and international shows attended

09/Product Support
The craft and design industry is closely linked to rapid technological advance. Support for continual
development therefore requires access to laboratory space for product refinement, prototyping and
sample-making, using a wide array of hand, mechanical and digitally-driven tools.
The Product Support programme has established an open-access, one-on-one, assisted-DIY service
for product experimentation and refinement. There is a Design and Research Area which offers
open-source software packages for design, digital fabrication, printing and CNC manufacturing; and
the cleaner, quieter machines such as a vinyl cutter and 3D printer).
The Tool Room provides the laser cutter and milling machines, sewing machine, an electronics area
with dedicated rooms for metalwork, woodwork and mould making.
The programme maintains collaborations with the Western Cape Broadband Initiative, the Western
Cape Industrial Symbiosis Project (WISP), the Western Cape Tooling Initiative, and serves on the
SABS Craft Standards committee.
This programme completed a Product Design Ecosystem research study, which mapped the
relationships between hard and soft infrastructure, highlighting product design processes/activities
and obstacles, availability of infrastructure and equipment, prototyping services, outsourcing
manufacturing, sourcing materials and suppliers, funding, marketing platforms, and international
benchmarks.
Following the Programme Manager’s attendance of the 2014 Makercon conference in New York, and
visiting the World Maker Faire, and the Material Connexion materials library, a local materials
library and a supplier database is envisaged.
Examples of individual consultations:
Mannini Mokhothu developed a product point-of-sale display unit for shoes and boots, referencing
a Basotho hut – this was made from wood with a roof made from leather off-cuts
Vusumzi Mahlatshana worked on a brick made of crushed prickly pear leaves and sand and
varnished and was accepted as an exhibitor in the Better Living Challenge.
Outputs
Unique enterprises assisted
Consultations
Introductory Workshops
Product refined
New Product / Prototypes

Total
442
824
14
62
575

Product Support highlights
442 unique enterprises assisted
824 consultations

10/Outreach
The CCDI’s work is not limited to the Cape Town Metropole. Through the Outreach Programme we
take many of our most interesting support services beyond the Metro and into all areas of the
Western Cape, including the Overberg, Winelands, Eden, Karoo and West Coast districts. We run a
variety of activities in these areas such as workshops and market access events – in conjunction with
local partners.
These activities included operating the Living Local Collective Craft Shop at the Pick ‘n Pay Knysna
Oyster Festival and opening a Pop-Up Shop at the Hermanus Whale Festival. A call was made to
producers based in each region for product for these shops, the aim being to give them exposure as
well as an opportunity to learn more about their product through market feedback.
There was also an intensive training workshop in Cape Town for participants from outside the
Metropole which was aimed at equipping the participants with business skills.

11/Design Support
While there is abundant design activity in South Africa, a culture of design and design thinking is not
embedded in the everyday life and practice of the general public, the public service and to quite a
large extent the private sector. Support for design towards encouraging innovation and an inclusive
growth economy therefore needs to be centred round design education and promotion of design in
targeted ways to the public, to government and to industry. In this, collaborative partnerships with
strategic partners are vital, so that international and local skills and knowledge can be accessed.
Design education in the country needs strong support to be able to produce a generation of creative
thinkers for the future. From exposing children in the early stages of development to design, to
stimulating high school learners through design, problem-solving projects, career talks, films, and
design expos, to consider a career in design – these are being addressed through the Design Support
Education programme.
Essential partners in this process are the Early Childhood Development network (childcare centres),
the Mass Opportunity & Development (MOD) programme (after-school activities, recreation and
enjoyable learning at 181 provincial schools), Project 6 (a forum for tertiary design educators), the
Design Human Capital Forum (a multi-stakeholder forum to identify gaps in the design education
ecosystem), Open Design Festival (10 days of exhibitions, workshops, creative collaborations for
learners and the public to immerse them in the possibilities of design), and School Design Week
(visiting schools with designers from different disciplines to introduce careers to learners – the
CCDI’s Wanna have a Designer future career booklet provides the supporting contact information).
Ongoing discussions with the Cape Higher Education Consortium are underway, and CCDI is
collaborating with the Cape Peninsula University of Technology to provide essential business and
marketing training to their students.
Nothing is quite as convincing as real-life practice. The effectiveness of design is being powerfully
illustrated through the unfolding Better Living Challenge project, aimed at one of society’s most
pressing needs, namely affordable, safe and environmentally-clever housing, building materials and
home fittings. Idea generators have been selected through this challenge, who are now being
mentored. Many lessons are being learnt on the way, which will be applied to other such projects.

12/Communications
The Communications Programme serves to advance the CCDI core brand, CCDI services offered by
the various programmes and projects, and to advance the craft and design sector, through an
annual programme of communications activities.
This includes producing content for our print, video and digital platforms including the website and
various social media platforms; and assisting in promoting CCDI exhibitions and events.
Two successful exhibitions were presented during 2014:
The Design & Making [the story of food] exhibition drew 28 832 visitors at the Castle of Good Hope.
It reflected the storage and packaging of food over the centuries, from handcrafted objects of
antiquity to the industrial era, and the subsequent invention and design of new materials and ways of
packaging, tracking what the impact of that has been on lifestyles and the planet.
The Make It New exhibition drew over 28 000 visitors to its two exhibition sites: the Cape Town
Stadium, and the V&A Waterfront. Over 100 images from the Western Cape Museums’ archives and
objects from antiquity and tradition was counterpoised with contemporary design objects, linking
functionality, material or making methods. From the earliest human settlement, tool creation and
body adornment, visitors could move through time to the finely crafted furniture and ceramics, and
innovation found in the repurposing of materials.
The monthly Creative Exchange talks continue to draw full-venue crowds, with interesting subjects
such as Architecture for Social Cohesion, and Creating a Design-centric Culture.

